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Abstract—Software evolution tools mostly implement a single
technique to assist in achieving a specific objective. Overhauling,
renovating, or migrating large and complex legacy software
systems require the proper combination of several different
techniques appropriate for each subtask. Since few tools are built
for interoperability, the setup of a toolchain supporting a given
software evolution process is an elaborate, time-consuming, errorprone, and redundant endeavor, which yields brittle and inflexible
toolchains with little to no reusability.
This paper presents S ENSEI, an approach to enable the implementation of an integration framework for software evolution
tools using component-based, service-oriented, and model-driven
methods, to ease toolchain creation and enable agile execution of
software evolution projects. It will be evaluated by implementing
and using it to build the toolchains supporting two software
evolution projects, and having practitioners assess its usefulness.

I. I NTRODUCTION

and abstract from interoperability issues. 2) Enabling tool
developers to easily build tools with standardized, interoperable
interfaces, or extend existing tools, with as little limitations to
implementation technology choices as possible.
The approach taken towards these objectives is based on
viewing software evolution techniques as services, to abstract
from interoperability issues.It entails 1) surveying tools and
techniques, and compiling them into a catalog of standardized
software evolution services, 2) utilizing existing, componentbased technology to provide an integration framework using
the catalog as a basis, and 3) providing a means to describe
software evolution processes in terms of coordinated services,
and to automatically generate toolchains based on the
integration framework.
This paper is outlined as follows: Before describing S ENSEI
in detail, Section II presents related work, and highlights
differences to similar approaches. Section III introduces the
proposed solution to the software evolution tool interoperability
problem. Current and ongoing work is presented in Section IV,
followed by an evaluation method in Section V. Section VI
sums up expected contributions of the thesis.

Large software evolution, migration, or reengineering
projects usually require a combination of different techniques
to analyze, reverse engineer, transform, and visualize (legacy)
software systems under evolution. As each project has different
goals, toolchains supporting their processes need to be tailored
individually to their specific requirements [1]. Many tools exist,
yet mostly only implement a single technique, and are usually
II. R ELATED W ORK
not designed for interoperability. The lack of interoperability
of software evolution tools is a general challenge of the field,
Sim [3] distinguishes between three levels of tool interoperrecognized as such, e.g. by Müller et al. [2], Sim [3], Jin and ability, with ad-hoc interaction on the lowest level, exchange file
Cordy [4], and Mens et al. [5].
interaction in the middle, and (API-based) dynamic interaction
Therefore, for each project, a toolchain has to be built by on the highest, most desirable level, which S ENSEI is aimed at
selecting the techniques required, finding appropriate tools achieving. Currently, there are standard exchange file formats
implementing them, and then integrating these tools. With little such as GXL [6], and tool suites (e.g. Bauhaus [7], Moose [8]),
to no means of interoperability, this involves creating a lot of which are extensible, but require tools to be built specifically
glue code and data transformations to “wire up” all tools in the for their environment.
desired ways, a tedious and error-prone task. It yields brittle and
A project sharing some ideas with S ENSEI is SOFAS [9], also
inflexible toolchains, as extending or changing the toolchain, aimed at tool integration by orchestrating services found in a
or swapping one tool for an alternative implementation, will catalog. However, the service term of SOFAS is closely related
require to also write new glue code. Consequently, this code to the chosen technology (RESTful web services), whereas
is also non-reusable, as it is usually hard-wired to specific S ENSEI tries to provide a technology-independent concept, and
interfaces of the tools glued together.
a correspondingly generic service catalog. SOFAS is restricted
The thesis presented in this paper proposes the S ENSEI- to analysis activities, explicitly exploiting their uniformity and
approach (Software EvolutioN SErvices Integration), aimed at thereby excluding, for example, transformations (restructurings,
improving software evolution tool interoperability, and largely refactorings). S ENSEI aims at supporting all software evolution
automate toolchain integration. Based on the fact that a large activities and involved techniques.
body of software evolution tools exist, yet they lack sufficient
Within the SENSORIA [10] project, concepts for modelinteroperability means to be easily integrated into the required, driven generation of integrated software systems from highertailor-made toolchain, the following two objectives are derived: level descriptions like BPEL-based orchestrations [11] have
1) Enabling software evolution practitioners to easily build been developed. A similar approach is taken by S ENSEI to
toolchains tailored to their project-specific needs, focusing automatically derive toolchains from process-oriented descripon the techniques to be employed, and the processes to be tions. SENSORIA was neither focused on software evolution,
supported, while being as implementation-agnostic as possible, nor was tool interoperability its central concern, though. The
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work by Biehl et al. [12] is similar to S ENSEI in several taken to imply SOA (cmp. [18]), SaaS, or cloud computing.
regards, e.g. it is based on services and their orchestration, Due to confidentiality issues, S ENSEI is expected to be used
and model-driven techniques to derive executable toolchains. to produce toolchains which can be fully controlled by the
They address the domain of embedded software development. organizations owning the systems under evolution.
Discovery and description of relevant services, their cataloging
S ENSEI is thus based on concepts from service-oriented,
and their standardization is not covered.
component-based, and model-driven software engineering:
A central part of S ENSEI is the creation of a comprehensive, Service-orientation provides high-level, implementationrigorous catalog of services relevant to software evolution. agnostic descriptions of software evolution techniques.
There are no surveys of techniques covering the entire field Component-based frameworks offer the necessary uniformity
of software evolution, only specific sub-areas or groups of to plug in service-providing tools in a generic way. Modeltechniques, e.g. clone detection [13], refactoring [14], or driven technology provides the link between the two, by
slicing [15] are covered. Naturally, neither are such surveys generating concrete toolchains from services orchestrated to
tailored towards service identification, nor do publications on support desired processes using model transformations.
specific techniques describe them in terms of services. There
Using these three views, the approach and its challenges
are taxonomies of software evolution or sub-fields, e.g. Buckley are explained in more detail in the following sections, with
et al. [16], which aid the organization of the field, but do not deliverables highlighted in italics.
provide an in-depth survey of relevant techniques.
In summary, approaches for tool integration in domains A. The Service-Oriented View
other than software evolution exist, and are partly built around
Taking a service-oriented view towards software evolution
ideas which are also part of S ENSEI. Using services and activities lies at the very center of S ENSEI. Because services
their orchestration as high-level descriptions, and model-driven reside on a conceptual level, they are technology-independent,
techniques to derive toolchains has therefore been proven a which hides interoperability concerns. This only defers the
viable for tool interoperability. However, these approaches have integration question to a lower level, but it allows to define
been tailored for different application domains, are less generic meaningful services without regard to their implementation, and
than S ENSEI, or are limited to subfields of software evolution. focus on the task of designing processes supporting software
Moreover, no service standardization is offered, limiting evolution projects (Objective 1 in Section I). To enable this, a
reusability and flexibility, e.g. to exchange one implementation service description meta-model [19] has to be created, naming
for another without changing integration logic. To achieve this all relevant information necessary to choose and use a service,
level of interoperability, S ENSEI aims to establish a catalog of among them its semantics, input and output artifacts and their
software evolution services, including a seamless approach to datatypes, as well as classifications into categories, to ease
the orchestration of appropriate implementations.
service discovery. Also, a means to associate services with
capabilities is required, allowing to specify abstract services,
III. A PPROACH
e.g. having a single metrics calculating service in the catalog,
To give an overview of S ENSEI, the following is a description instead of one service for each metric (see Sec. III-C).
of the different artifacts of the approach, and how they relate
Next, the description meta-model has to be populated with
to each other: First, there is the service catalog, containing data, i.e. a survey of relevant software evolution tools and
rigorous descriptions of software evolution services. With this, techniques has to be performed [20], to extract services and
the processes of a software evolution project in need of tool compile them into a service catalog, a central deliverable of
support can be specified by selecting required services from the thesis, on which the remaining parts of S ENSEI are based
the catalog, and describing the way in which they should on. The model serves as a template to describe all services of
interoperate as workflows in an appropriate language. The the catalog consistently. While surveying, it would be natural
service-component registry provides a mapping between ab- to also perform a classification of identified services, yielding a
stract services and concrete implementations by tools. The tools taxonomy which aids the catalog’s user in finding and choosing
are encapsulated in, or developed as, components, conforming the right service for a given task. The service-oriented view is
to the component model of the underlying framework. A set a prerequisite for leveraging workflow technology for service
of model transformations embodies the mapping to a specific orchestration, based, e.g. on a language like BPEL [21].
component framework. With all these artifacts, a model-driven
code generator produces the required platform-specific glue B. The Component-Based View
code which realizes tool integration. The final result is a set
The service-oriented view of S ENSEI abstracts from concrete
of tools integrated into an application framework to execute implementations. The component-based view complements this
the specified software evolution processes.
with a tangible technology basis for its realization. A component
A deliberate distinction is made between services and registry, described by the component description meta-model,
components (cmp. e.g. [17]). The service term is used to is used to map services to providing components, with concrete
refer to abstract descriptions of functionalities. Components capabilities specified (cmp. Sec. III-C).
are viewed as concrete implementations of provided services.
S ENSEI is designed to be generic with respect to the chosen
Moreover, the use of service-oriented principles should not be implementation technology, however, the choice does have an
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impact on Objective 2 (Sec. I), i.e. how easy it is to integrate A number of available service-oriented or component-based
(existing) tools. A challenge is therefore the elicitation of frameworks have been reviewed [23], and some feasibility
requirements for a component model and framework, which experiments have been performed [26], [22].
can support software evolution service integration. To ease
Current work is focused on framing and populating the
integration of existing tools, which are based on completely service catalog, arguably the centerpiece of the thesis, from
different technologies and platforms, a suitable integration which the other parts derive. To create the catalog, relevant
framework should be platform independent, supportive of software evolution services have to be discovered, first, and then
diverse integration and implementation technologies, and allow described with all necessary information to implement, find,
distribution over a network. To execute processes defined in and use them. This is done by an extensive literature survey,
a language like BPEL, it should also allow to incorporate taking into account over 3,000 publications from the field
workflow engine technology. After comprehensive evalua- of software evolution published in roughly the last 15 years,
tion [22], [23], the most promising candidate to serve as target and using text-mining techniques like automatic clustering and
infrastructure is SCA [24], a set of standards for building classification to group and filter out those publications likely
service-oriented and component-based applications. Based on to describe services. A first, simple service description metaSCA, a working prototype will be implemented.
model has been created to capture the information gathered
this way. This approach, along with early results, has recently
C. The Model-Driven View
been presented at a workshop [20]. The service description
The model-driven view to S ENSEI “ties it all together”: meta-model has since evolved, and is the subject of a report
Here, the high-level artifacts of the service-oriented view – presented at “CoNaIISI” [19].
services and process definitions – are taken and mapped to
The literature survey, and with it the first version of
implementing components and an interoperability framework the service catalog, is expected to be concluded within the
provided through the component-based view. In a way, the year 2013. Further work packages will be concerned with
opposite is also true: the model-driven view decouples service- implementing the prototype, extending it with the modeloriented view from the component-based view, thereby allowing driven superstructure in a separate step, evaluating S ENSEI,
to replace the technologies chosen for implementation, or parts and writing the actual thesis, for a submission in mid-2015.
thereof, while the conceptual layer remains untouched.
V. E VALUATION
To leverage model-driven technology, all required information has to be available as models, conforming to appropriate
As a proof-of-concept, the S ENSEI-approach will be protometa-models. S ENSEI defines four integrated meta-models, typically implemented. To demonstrate its benefits, it is planned
some of which have already been introduced:
to be used in the context of the following two projects:
1) The service description meta-model, as already introduced,
Q-MIG. This project [27] is aimed at building and evaluating
is used to describe services and create a service catalog. 2) The a quality-driven, generic toolchain for software migration. An
component description meta-model is used to register tools industry-provided set of tools for reverse engineering and
implementing services, forming a component registry. 3) The COBOL-to-Java migration will be embedded in the S ENSEIorchestration meta-model (possibly instantiated by an existing framework, complemented by tools for measuring, monitoring,
process language) is needed to describe software evolution and comparing software quality metrics evaluated at reading
processes as workflows, i.e. how services should be coordinated points situated in between successive migration steps. The
to form the desired toolchain (Objective 1). 4) The service project aims at investigating the impact language migrations
capability meta-model is used as part of all other models for have on a software system’s quality. The quality measurement
different purposes. In the service catalog, it allows to specify can also be used to compare different migration strategies, or
abstract reference services with sets of possible capabilities (e.g. migration tools – provided they can be easily swapped against
the actual metrics a metric calculating service can provide). In each other, a feature S ENSEI is expected to provide.
a workflow, required capabilities are listed for each referenced
Experts from industry will participate in this project, and
service, and in the registry, the capabilities actually provided will be asked to assess the expected benefits of using S ENSEI,
by a component are defined.
compared to setting up a project’s tool support without it.
Using model transformations, these high-level artifacts
Energy-efficient applications. Software evolution techwill automatically be turned into platform-specific integration niques like dynamic and static analysis, and refactoring, can
code, by matching up selected services with implementing also be used to monitor and rate an application’s energy
components, respecting specified capabilities, and deploying consumption, detect energy code smells, and subsequently
the workflow definition to a workflow engine.
remove them. To support the study of different research
IV. C URRENT AND O NGOING W ORK
questions in this area (cf. [28], [29], [30]), a suitable tool
To become familiar with the different fields relevant to the
thesis, extensive literature research into software evolution and
its sub-fields, as well as into service-oriented, component-based,
and model-driven software development has been performed.
A first sketch of the approach was published in 2011 [25].

infrastructure has to be built, combining tools for static
and dynamic code analysis, metrics evaluation, refactoring,
and visualization, as well as “helper” tools, e.g. for parsing,
unparsing, or data transformation. This research focus therefore
provides the second application for S ENSEI’s evaluation.
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VI. E XPECTED C ONTRIBUTIONS
This paper proposed a PhD thesis centered around developing
an approach towards better tool interoperability in software
evolution. S ENSEI has been conceived around modern software
engineering principles, making use of concepts borrowed from
service-oriented, component-based, and model-driven software
development. It is designed to make use of existing technology
as much as possible. The main products to be created as
part of S ENSEI and the planned thesis in general are: 1) A
service description meta-model, providing a taxonomy and
a classification scheme of software evolution activities and
techniques. 2) A software evolution service catalog instantiating
this meta-model, filled by a comprehensive, structured literature
review, naming, describing, and standardizing services used in
the context of software evolution. 3) An integration framework,
utilizing existing, component-based technology for the target
platform, and a model-driven layer as both the link to, and the
decoupling from, the conceptual service level.
With these contributions, the following are regarded as the
central expected benefits: First, the provision of an integration
framework for software evolution tools is expected to ease
project execution in several ways. The ability to design project
workflows solely based on services frees practitioners from
having to worry about technical issues, allowing them to
focus completely on their main tasks. The automation of tool
integration frees up time and engineering capacity, to get more
actual work done, or execute software evolution projects more
cost-efficiently, or in a more timely manner. The flexibility
gained through automatic integration also enables more agile
processes, giving room for experimentation and the ability to
properly react to unexpected obstacles.
The model-driven approach provides an abstraction layer
between concept and technology level. This decoupling permits
the realization of the S ENSEI framework using different
technological spaces, and facilitates independent evolution
of both levels. Through the service catalog and taxonomy,
a comprehensive, structured overview of the whole field of
software evolution, and all major techniques is contributed to
the (research) community. This will organize the field, make
differences and similarities of techniques visible more plainly,
and help identify synergetic potential and avoid redundant
developments. In general, it gives a clearer picture of past and
present research, and the state of the art. It can show research
trends and reveal opportunities for further research.
S ENSEI will be validated by applying it in the context of two
software evolution projects, one including an industry partner,
whose software evolution experts will help to assess the value
of using the approach.
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